
Orion
Electric deck oven

With 6 depths available on 3-5 levels and a 800 mm 

track, the Orion oven range can bake all kinds of 

bread and pastry products.

Orion combines the qualities of baking on a 

traditional deck with the flexibility and precision of 

electric baking.

Compatible
with the newintegratedmotorisedLifteo lift
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1975The first electric deck oven sold by 

Bongard.

2014The latest addition to the range 

of electric deck ovens: Orion. 

Bongard innovates to better satisfy the specific needs of 

artisan bakers. While improving the features that forged the 

success of its predecessors, the ORION oven offers even 

greater versatility with the possibility of being fitted with a 

level « ROC » specifically designed for baking large 

pieces.

��Even heat distribution

��Generous and high quality steam

��Exceptionally high quality baking of products

��Optimised energy consumption

Nearly 40 years' experience 
in electric deck ovens 
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Versatility to uphold cooking 
tradition 

The baking chambers on the ORION electric deck oven, with 1 x 800 mm track, have been 
specifically designed to ensure versatility and quality baking..

4-level ORION oven 
3 standard levels + 1 ROC level 

��

��
��

��

��

��

��

The ROC baking chamber:
« gentler baking » 

On its 3 and 4 level ovens, the ORION offers the 
possibility of adding an ROC baking chamber
(exclusive patent Bongard) specifically dedicated to 
baking large pieces and delicate pastry goods.  

��

Conventional baking chamber: 
« the best compromise between inertia 

and reactivity »

The conventional level allows you to bake any type 
of bread, pastry and Viennese pastry products with an 
exceptional baking result!

��

« Working comfort for bakers: a subject 
at the heart of our concerns! »

The easy-to-use Intuitiv’ electric control offers 
precious help in managing your oven.

��

A wide bench takes advantage of the available 
space across the width of the oven by providing a 

temporary storage area (3 and 4 level ovens only).

��

ORION combines business with pleasure by 
equipping its extraction hood with very powerful LED 

lighting over its entire width.  

By fitting the new ORION with the new integrated Lifteo 
lift, you can make your loading and unloading operations
effortless!

��
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When technology embraces 
quality cooking

� Electric heating elements cleverly positioned to 
bake without striping

Several ideally spaced heating elements over the 
entire baking surface ensure even baking.   

Their power is adjusted according to their respective 
position in the chamber. The power is therefore higher 
on the front of the slab in order to compensate for 
loss when the glazed doors are opened.

� Electricity gives the Orion oven high reactivity  

Fast temperature rise to set point allows non-stop 
baking.   

The oven is always ready to use without increase 
of consumption. It is possible to bake products on 
demand and satisfy customer demand. The oven 
temperature rises very quickly. 

Thanks to its flexibility and heating power, Orion is 
specially designed for the baking cold dough 
without affecting the baking quality of the pieces of 
dough (especially for traditional French bread).  Recipe 
programming offers the possibility of baking while 
the temperature decreases.   

� Multilayer insulation for good heat conservation

Crossed rigid rockwool panels ensure a perfect 
insulation on the oven throughout the day.   

The insulation between each level allows their 
independent use. 

� Reflective glass treatment keeps heat inside the 
baking chamber

The glazed doors are tempered and treated.  
Oven radiation is reflected against the glass that 
redirects the heat onto products located near the 
doors.

Heat losses are therefore minimal and heat is used to 
bake and not warm the bakery's atmosphere! 

��Refractory slabs for perfect heat distribution

With its 20 mm thickness and strong density, the deck 
allows effective heat accumulation and its steady 
delivery to the bread.

The density of the material is very similar to natural 
stone. The granular breakdown of the particles making 
up the slab is reinforced with fine particles to fill in 
any gaps.

A fibreglass reinforcement gives the slab good 
mechanical strength.

This material does not crumble on the surface and 
remains chemically inert when in contact with acidic and 
hydrated dough. The slab is sanitised and suitable 
for food contact.
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The ROC level (Rayonnement Optimisé pour la Cuisson - 
Optimised Baking Radiation) on the Orion oven is ideal 
for baking large pieces and products requiring 
very gentle baking.

ROC level, 
Gentle and even baking 

As in a traditional wood oven, 
the crust is formed less rapidly 
in a ROC cooking chamber. 
The radiation is less intense 
and allows good 
development of the piece 
of dough which is not 
constrained by the crust.  

��The ROC baking chamber: design inspired by 
wood stoves

��ROC: guaranteed success for all your baking

The rate of steam injected into the chamber is controlled. The
crust does not burn and the bread maintains a beautiful colour 
even in the case of long baking time! 

To guarantee successful, gentle and even baking of both light and 
delicate products and large pieces, the ROC level has two 
elements.

�

�

The control box (�)

Steam is injected via the back of 
the baking chamber with even 
distribution onto the whole 
of the bread's surface.

The control box located on top 
of the baking chamber is used 
to regulate humidity 
throughout the baking process. 

The baking chamber (�)

The presence of 4 slabs on the 
walls of the baking chamber
increases its thermal inertia 
and reduces radiation by 
these walls. 



The flexibility provided by electricity is further 
amplified through Intuitiv', the new electronic 
touch screen control.   

By finely arbitrating the energy requirements of 
each level and each steam generator with respect 
to the baking cycle, Intuitiv':  
• very significantly reduces Orion's 

connecting power,
• increases hourly baking capacity 

without increasing connecting power.

Coupled to two sensors located in each baking 
chamber, it very precisely controls deck- roof 
regulation, optimises the quantity of energy 
provided to each level as well as energy consumed 
during the initial heating phase.

Intuitiv’, it’s a breeze! 

Visual and easy to use, Intuitiv' allows 
extremely rapid familiarisation with the most 
advanced functions on the Orion oven.

Its touch screen and icon menu choices make the 
interface immediately legible and easy to 
programme.
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i n tu i t i v ’
optimises connecting 

power
Optimised management of 
steam for beautifully airy 
bread

Every baker expects their oven to give them the 
means to obtain flawless production, namely by: 

• Producing sufficient steam at every moment of 
cooking,   

• Producing the identical amount of steam to ensure 
even baking, time and time again. 

With its Hexa steam generator, the Orion oven fully meets the 
requirements of traditional baking.

Pulsed steam injected evenly and in sufficient quantity into the 
baking chamber offers excellent development of the pieces of 
dough, while ensuring uniform baking and a fine and shiny crust.

Steam management is automated by the Intuitiv' electronic 
control.  Once the programme has been launched, steam is injected 
into the baking chamber in bursts.  It is no longer necessary to keep 
your finger on the "steam" button: the control takes care of 
everything. 

Decompression valves positioned on each level (except the ROC 
level) return excess steam to the hood suction device to remove 
excess moisture and prevent overpressure.  

To facilitate steam extraction, during or after baking, it is possible to 
install electric valves controlled by Intuitiv', which discharge the 
steam from the back of each level while maintaining an even 

temperature.

Hexa, the latest steam 
generator developed by 

Bongard
Three separate sources, distributed 
120° around a central point, allow 
rapid and even heating throughout 
the appliance.

Hexa steam generator diagram 



Our products are always 
designed to comply with 
applicable standards. Our 
commitment to safety goes 
beyond self-certification, as we 
systematically have our 
products audited by an external 
and independent body prior to 
marketing.
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� A design that facilitates daily oven cleaning

The hood has easy to remove grids which can be cleaned as often as required. This 
operation requires no tools. 
The hood is equipped with a LED lighting tube which increases visual comfort in front of 
the oven.

� Easy access, without tools, to components requiring regular main-
tenance or servicing

Elegant design to ensure hygiene and 
comfortable work conditions 

The ergonomic IDL handle is ideally 
positioned in the palm of your hand for 
excellent grip.  It allows you to operate the 
glazed door without effort.  

One movement, from top to bottom, 
offers you all the working positions, fully 
open or in an intermediate position.  If you 
work with a loader, one simple push on the 
glass opens or closes it, even in the 
intermediate position. 

The IDL handle is extremely robust 
thanks to its solid stainless steel core: its 
mechanism has been designed to stand up 
to intensive use.   

We have specifically studied the base of the 
IDL handle to prevent the risk posed by the 
infiltration of flour inside an oven. This 
practically perfect seal, combined with easy 
removal of the magnetic cover, allows you to 
work in complete safety.

� handle: one single movement offering a genuine working comfort 

The structure is made entirely of brushed stainless steel and the 
control surround is in tempered glass. The Orion oven front has 
angular sloping lines for easy cleaning. 

Avoiding unnecessary recesses, rough edges and right angles, 
we wanted to avoid recesses where flour could accumulate.

� The bench: fitted as standard on 3 
and 4 level ovens

When the inte-
grated lift is in the 
storage position, 
the bench can be 
used as a tempo-
rary storage area.
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CS 10315 Holtzheim - F67834 Tanneries Cedex - France 
Tel : +33 3 88 78 00 23 - Fax : +33 3 88 76 19 18 
www.bongard.fr - bongard@bongard.fr 

Our oven complies with standards and is according marked

Depth Width Height 
From hood  On floor With lifter With lifter On floor Overall At front With lifter 

Orion - 1 door 800mm: ROC level  

123 2430   2005 4422 1640 1440 2680 2200   2301 

163 2850 2425 4842 1640 1440   2680 2200   2301 

184 3030   2605 5281 1640 1440   2680 2200   2301 

203 3270 2845 5521 1640 1440   2680 2200   2301 

224 3450 3025 5701 1640 1440   2680 2200   2301 

246 3640 3215 6261 1640 1440   2680 2200   2301 

Orion - 1 door 800mm: conventional level   

123 2240 1815   4232   1620 1420   2680   2200   2301 

163 2660 2235   4652   1620 1420   2680   2200   2301 

184 2850   2425   5101   1620 1420   2680   2200   2301 

203 3030   2605   5281   1620 1420   2680   2200   2301 

224 3270 2845   5521   1620 1420   2680   2200   2301 

246 3460 3025   6071   1620 1420   2680   2200   2301 

Dim.  
[mm]   
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* Values indicated include the steam appliance 

Technical features - based on raw and fresh dough capacities (Hydratation rate:65%) with 
manual loading (4min. Minimum between each loading)

Models 
Electrical  connecting 

power* 
Required electrical 

protection  
Baking area m² 

Orion - 1 door 800mm - 3 conventional levels

801/3.123 22,4 kW 63 A 3,0 

801/3.163 27,4 kW 63 A 3,9 

801/3.184 30,0 kW 63 A 4,4 

801/3.203 32,5 kW 63 A 4,9 

801/3.224 35,0 kW 80 A 5,4 

801/3.246 37,5 kW 80 A 5,9 

Orion - 1 door 800mm - 3 levels: 2 conventional levels + 1 ROC level 

801/3.123   23,3 kW 63 A 3,0 

801/3.163 28,3 kW 63 A 3,9 

801/3.184 30,9 kW 63 A 4,4 

801/3.203 33,4 kW 63 A 4,9 

801/3.224 35,9 kW 80 A 5,4 

801/3.246 38,4 kW 80 A 5,9 

Orion - 1 door 800mm - 4 conventional levels 

801/4.123 24,8 kW 63 A 4,0 

801/4.163 31,1 kW 63 A 5,2 

801/4.184 34,2 kW 80 A 5,9 

801/4.203 37,4 kW 80 A 6,5 

801/4.224 40,5 kW 80 A 7,2 

801/4.246 43,7 kW 100 A 7,9 

Orion - 1 door 800mm - 4 levels: 3 conventional levels + 1 ROC level 

801/4.123 25,7 kW 63 A 4,0 

801/4.163 32,0 kW 63 A 5,2 

801/4.184 35,1 kW 80 A 5,9 

801/4.203 38,3 kW 80 A 6,5 

801/4.224 41,4 kW 80 A 7,2 

801/4.246 44,6 kW 100 A 7,9 

Orion - 1 door 800mm - 5 conventional levels 

801/5.123 26,8 kW 63 A 4,9 

801/5.163 33,1 kW 63 A 6,5 

801/5.184 36,2 kW 80 A 7,4 

801/5.203 39,4 kW 80 A 8,2 

801/5.224 42,5 kW 80 A 9,0 

801/5.246 45,7 kW 100 A 9,9 


